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CARAT_24 I Curtain panel technology that inspires the imagination

Minimalist on the outside. With inner values.
If you want to shape the future, what you need is

grated into the rail on the smallest space, invisible

not only years of experience, but also fascinating

to the outside. The visual appeal of CARAT_24's

ideas which are completely unlike anything that

classically minimalist design can be clearly appre-

has come before. You can then create products

ciated from any angle.

that are both technically fascinating and aesthetically pleasing.

The clip or brackets attachment elements, specially
developed for CARAT_24, allow it to be attached

The unique features of new high-quality CARAT_24

easily, securely and almost invisibly to walls and

panel curtain set a milestone in the field of panel

ceilings.

technology, and perfectly complement MHZ's existing FV 10, FV 15 and FV 36 panel curtain tech-

A range of fabrics, designed especially for CAR-

nologies.

AT_24, round off the exceptional development of
this panel technology with a modern, sophisticated

This innovation permits surprisingly easy connec-

look. The skilful synthesis of technology and tex-

tion and removal of the panel carriers into the rail,

tiles creates a unique, holistic appearance.

from below. The individual components of the en-
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tirely newly developed receptacle system are inte-

MHZ CARAT_24 panel curtain I Product benefits
MHZ Innovation in panel technology

easy to install, no tools required,

minimalist, pared down appearance: the same

completely invisible from the outside

visual look from every angle

Sprung clamping levers (new fastening technol-

innovative attachment system by simply inserting

ogy) enable the fabric panels to be attached, or

the panel carrier into the rail (or removing it in the

removed, quickly and easily for installation and

same way) from below, without detaching the end

cleaning

caps

Angled brackets, in a matching slimline design,

made of high-quality aluminium

allow for fitting to ceilings and walls

functions exceptionally well as a room partition

Model 01-4224
Technical information CARAT_24
Blind fabric MAPS 4-2410, TYLER 3-2411
Colour anthracite

CARAT_24 I Innovative technology in every detail

Perfectly designed:
from start to finish Flexible and easy to handle
To hang the panel carriers used for CARAT_24

be assembled and installed without any trouble.

panel curtains, insert them from below, exactly

With CARAT_24, you no longer need to level up

where you want, into the grooves in the rail. To

the fabric afterwards. This simple yet sophisticated

remove them, simply lift them out again. The real-

fastening technology is easy to open so panels can

ly clever aspect of this system is that the hanging

be removed for cleaning.

system in the rail is completely invisible from the
outside. The fabric panels seem to float freely out

And, if necessary, you can change the position of

from the rail itself.

the panel carriers, no matter if they are in a different rail or in a different position in the same rails

This illustrates the CARAT_24's unique synthesis of
textiles and technology; but its aesthetic appeal is

Once again CARAT_24 proves just how flexible

not the only benefit. The exactingly designed fas-

and uncomplicated panel technology can be.

tening technology used in the panel carrier holds
the fabric securely and ensures the panels can
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S t o f f paneel

Simple fastening and removal of the fabric panels by clamping
levers; no need for tools

Technical details I Special features
Simple fastening technology means fabric panels
can be aligned perfectly without any tools
Simply install, re-hang, and remove fabric panels
by pulling them from below
Easy removal of fabric panels for cleaning

Simple attachment and removal of the panel carrier into the rail,
from directly below
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Model 01-4224
Technical information CARAT_24
Blind fabric GOSSIP 2-2412, 2-2421
Colour black, white
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Model 01-4224
Technical information CARAT_24
Blind fabric TOGAwash 2-1358, ZAC 3-2417
Colour white, grey design
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Model 01-4224
Technical information CARAT_24
Blind fabric CALLUM 3-2414
Colour White

CARAT_24 I Concentrates on the essentials

Less is more. Pure is perfect.
The exceptional quality of the truly minimalist,

scale window fronts or as room partitions. Choose

pared down, CARAT_24 panel rails, which pres-

the right, panel widths and hanging options to suit

ent the same appearance from every angle, is the

your own taste or to fit perfectly into your architec-

ideal way of putting the fabric panels centre stage.

tural environment.

The three different surface finishes, anodised matt
silver, powder-coated white, and brushed stain-

The very ease with which CARAT_24 panels can be

less steel, emphasise the sleek, clean lines of the

handled, and the simplicity of hanging, re-hanging

design and create a harmonious composition of

and removing the individual fabric panels, frees

textiles and technology.

your own creativity for innovative compositions
and room design. Why not turn your living spac-

Although created to be truly minimalist, MHZ panel

es into unique, sophisticated and truly individual

curtains can be used in a multiplicity of creative

works of art?.

ways, whether for floor to ceiling windows, large
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Model 01-4222, CARAT_24 bracket colour 112, anodised matt
silver, ideal for use with fabrics in the "SILVER STONE" RANGE.

Model 01-4223, CARAT_24 bracket colour 253, brushed stainless
steel. Fabrics from the "GOLDEN GLAM" range have been especially designed to complement this colour.

CARAT_24 panel technology I Aesthetics
form and design, pared down to an absolute minimum
three high-quality surface finishes 112 anodised matt silver, 171 powder-coated white, 253
brushed stainless steel
every colour designed to create a sense of harmony between textiles and technologies

Model 01-4224
Technical information CARAT_24
Blind fabric TYLER 3-2408
Colour cream
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Model 01-4224
Technical information CARAT_24
Blind fabric RILEY 4-2400
Colour White

THE COLLECTION I Transparent rails create artistic objects

Textile impressions. In harmony with technology.
New panel materials have been designed to com-

All these options are available in our top-quality

plement the sophisticated, minimalist vocabulary

weaves and prints, in classical interior colours such

of form and fabric used in CARAT_24. Fully in tune

as white, cream, natural, taupe, grey, anthracite and

with the modern Zeitgeist, these fabrics are char-

black. Our range of plain fabrics includes vibrant

acterised by subtle surface finishes, and luminous

and striking modern colours such as fresh shades

transparency whilst being extremely easy to handle

of green, red tones and petrol blues.

and care for.
Use this multiplicity of design variants and possible
Simply choose the look you want: different degrees

combinations of individual fabric panels to create

of transparency and surface finishes, elegant, fine-

unique effects. Overlap transparent layers to create

threaded weaves, block striped organzas, striking

harmonious, contrasting, or even surprising effects

printed graphic designs or classical minimalist

with light, which imbue your living spaces with an

woven meshes with an authentic grace and charm.

ever-changing truly personalised atmosphere.
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Examples of the "SILVER STONE" curtain panel range

Examples of the "GOLDEN GLAM" curtain panel range

CARAT_24 collection I Special features
in total, 156 materials, 19 weaves and 3 print
designs
top of the range transparent qualities
ideal for use with CARAT_24 panel technology
but also suitable for FV 10.15, 36
a multitude of possible combinations in the same
hanger
two washable fabrics in a total of 38 colours.

MHZ COMPLETE RANGE I Made-to-measure solutions
panel blinds, roller blinds, vertical blinds, Roman blinds, pleated blinds, Venetian blinds, curtain rods, curtain
rails, exterior Venetian blinds, awnings and shading systems, insect screens
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